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KGL Captain Schlager
Welcome to Alternative Armies free file for 55115 K.G.L Captain Schlager a
character miniature for use in Flintloque and Slaughterloo. If you are interested
in this miniature for your collection go to our website at www.alternativearmies.com and use the search box with the code given. In this free resource
you will find a character background which you can work into your games along
with game statistics for Flintloque and also for Slaughterloo. As well as this
there are uniform details and pictures along with details of where this code fits
into the World of Valon and the Mordredian Wars. Lastly we make a suggestion Rules for Flintloque: When playing Flintloque treat this character as
of where to go from here.
follows. An Ogre Veteran / Regular / Elite armed with a Wooden Club

and a Kannonderbuss. He may command any Greate Britorcn section
or any Deserter section. His dislike of following orders makes his troops
nervous and as a result when play begins place FIVE Shaken Tokens on
As a nipper sprigling barely five feet tall the young Ogrus Schlager friendly characters of your choice. However you may ignore the first
learned the rules of life rough on the cobbled streets of Hungover the FIVE Shaken Tokens inflicted upon the section by enemy action. He
capital city of Hunvaria. Life was peaceful enough and though he had has a cost of 99 Points.
little his fists gained the growing Ogre all that he needed. That changed Rules for Slaughterloo: In Slaughterloo treat this character as follows.
however when the Elves arrived. Though they were barely taller than The captain is a unique character officer. He may serve in a KLG Ogre
Ogrus they easily overwhelmed the Army of Hunvaria with its Orcish Line or Light unit or any Deserter infantry unit. He dislikes official
officers. Soon what was left of the regiments loyal to Kyng Gorge in far orders and as a result once per game his unit may have TWO Free
off Londinium were boarding ships to escape the Tyrant Mordred.
Actions when activated instead of one. He has a cost of 60 Points.

A LIFE

OF

THUGGERY

A procession of women and children trudged after the retreating soldiers
as they headed for the coast. Schlager could not find his own parents
and him hovel of a home was alight when he made it back their in the
panicked city. Always a lad of bright and sometimes suspect motives he
spied an escape from the Elves in a passing cart. Three children sat on
the tail gate of the cart, a boy and two girls. Ogrus..by means nefarious
managed to lore the boy from the cart and get his clothes. Looking fairly
like his now unconscious victim and with threats to the two remaining
children Schalger rode to the port in comfort. Whither the rather
shocked family came to terms with the cuckoo in their nest is not known
but having sailed to Albion life changed.

Uniform Details: Dressed in the uniform of the KGL the Captain
sports white breeches and shirt with a red tunic covered with a grey
greatcoat. Boots and Shako are black.
Where To Go From Here: If you wish to make use of this character in
your games and you have it in your collection then you will get best use
from it with these titles. Use 5030 Slaughterloo 2nd Edition in the KGL
pages of the book and also 5028 Flintloque 3rd Edition Bier & Bones
game book under Ogres. Miniatures which go well with this character
in scenarios are those in the Krautian Giant Legion (56120, 56107,56080
and 56109) and deserters such as 5006 Obidiahs Army.

Once he was able Orgus Schalger entered as a recruit for the Krautian
Giant Legion where he made Private and was sent to Catalucia as part
of the ill fated Kooruna campaign. During the retreat Schlager drowned
his sergeant in a puddle of mud gaining promotion on the spot and an
encounter with an enemy detachment gained him a Hunvarian made
Kannonderbuss which has not left his side since. In the last stages of
the Battle of Kooruna the now Sergeant used a crudely fashioned
wooden club to knock his commanding officer down where he was
bayonetted by blue coated Elves. On the voyage back to Porcsmuff
sergeant Schlager was made Captain.
Now in Catalucia the life of thuggery for Schlager continues and those
under him are often scared of his methods of personal advancement.
He has mused upon deserting and trying to find the legendary Obidiah
Hogswill….
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